PRODUCT LINE SUMMARY
WOVEN & WELDED WIRE PARTITIONS | VERSATILE MESH ENCLOSURES | WIRE MESH LOCKERS | RACK & MEZZANINE GUARDING

THE TRUSTED NAME IN WOVEN WIRE, STOCKED AND AFFORDABLE
FORDLOGAN STANDARD-DUTY WOVEN WIRE PARTITIONS
Industry standard diamond mesh partitions provide lasting protection for materials and personnel at a competitive price. Standard gray material is stocked in three heights for quick shipment to save you time and money. Our proven design is specified in a wide array of applications including tool cribs, walk-in cooler security, and driver cages.

SPECIALY ENGINEERED FOR INCREASED VERSATILITY & CUSTOMIZATION
SG2000 HEAVY-DUTY VERSATILE MESH PARTITIONS
Flexible design using vertically stacked panels through-bolted between posts to accommodate high security, extended height, or variable sweep space requirements. Available in woven and welded wire mesh or expanded metal. Common applications include DEA physical security, robotic cells, vertical lift enclosures, and evidence storage.

INDUSTRIALLY RUGGED, COMMERCIALY APPEALING
2180 PREMIUM WELDED WIRE PARTITIONS
Heavy-duty welded wire mesh provides a strong partition system engineered for easy installation. Hinge doors are pre-hung. Fully framed panels do not require being cut down in the field like other welded wire systems. Clean lines make it ideal for high traffic areas like data center, office, and retail environments.

MODULAR DESIGN, INDUSTRIAL GRADE, ENDLESS OPTIONS
SPACEGUARD WIRE MESH STORAGE LOCKERS
Framed wire mesh panels and doors built to size and designed for simple, yet durable installation. Units come in single, double, and triple tier configurations with various options. Affordable solution for tenant/condo storage and military personnel lockers. Available in heavy-duty portable units offering mobile security solutions for military, hospitality, tradeshow exhibition, and retail.
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**HEAVY-DUTY, YET EASILY INSTALLED AND MAINTAINED**

**PALLET RACK SAFETY & SECURITY**

Rack safety systems and security doors are constructed from our unrivaled 6-gauge welded wire mesh. System fits virtually any new or existing pallet rack upright utilizing our adjustable mounting brackets. Heavy-duty design helps prevent items from falling or shifting and requires less maintenance than safety netting.

**WHEN DESIGN AND OVERHEAD SAFETY MATTER**

**RAILGUARD MEZZANINE SAFETY SYSTEMS**

Heavy-duty handrail safety systems are designed for easy installation on mezzanines and catwalks. Posts can be deck or side mounted. Gates and pull out panels are both available. Solid kick-plates prevent items from falling through and when properly installed, meets OSHA and BOCA requirements.

**ENGINEERED SOLUTIONS FOR THE GATEWAY TO YOUR SECURED ENCLOSURE**

**DOOR OPTIONS – LOCKS & CLOSERS**

A variety of locking mechanisms designed to meet your access needs including mortise cylinder locks with keying options, integrated padlock hasps, ADA compliant handles, mechanical push button locks, and factory installed panic bars. Electronic access controls include strikes, magnetic locks and safety interlocks. Our doors can also be manufactured to incorporate hydraulic and other closers.

**AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTOR:**

**FINISH AND COLOR OPTIONS**

All SpaceGuard area guarding products come standard in our factory applied gray polyester powder coat. Also available in manufacturer’s black, yellow, blue, red, green, and white or can be color matched. Factory applied Plascoat now available in several colors including gray and black for corrosive or humid environments, as well as optional hot dip galvanized finish. Please consult with factory for pricing, lead time, and products available in optional finishes.
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**Pricing available**